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Linear Recurrences Under Side Conditions 
HEINRICH NIEDERHAUSEN* 
A linear recurrence is a linear operator which maps '" into 'n-b where (r") is a (recursive) 
sequence of functions. If the kernel of this operator consists only of constant functions, uniqueness 
and representation theorems of (r") can be stated for the initial and boundary value problem. Well 
known examples with many applications are Sheffer sequences and Eulerian Sheffer sequences. 
INTRODUCTION 
The "Finite Operator Calculus" [9] proves an isomorphism between the ring of formal 
power series and a certain class of linear operators. With respect to recurrence relations 
this means, roughly spoken, that a recurrence which is "solved" by generating function 
methods has also to be solvable by a sequence of functions (polynomials) associated in 
some sense with the corresponding operator. For certain recurrence relations with 
boundary conditions we will state a representation theorem which may be helpful for 
finding such a sequence directly from the recurrence. Then we show how to use this 
approach in path counting problems. The theorem itself looks very general and can be used 
for q-polynomials as well as for ordinary polynomials, but for q-polynomials there are 
some major difficulties arising from the fact that Eulerian differential operators define only 
an isomorphism to the additive group of generating functions [1]. 
We will mostly use multi-indexed sequences, because there are no problems of handling 
them in the theory, and in applications they often lead to results usually proven by 
multivariate generating functions (see (2.6) for example). Avoiding unnecessary compli­
cated looking formulas we use some abbreviations which make the multi-dimensional case 
also in its outer appearance very similar to the one-dimensional: 
~ real numbers 
Z integers 
No {n E Zln;;;,: 0} 
N1 {nEZin;;;,:1} 
1 if k = i (ei,l• ... , ei,p) with e· k = 5· k = { 'v'k=1, ... , p
'· '· 0 else 
p 
n! IT nk! 
k=l 
*This work was supported by the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). 
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x(x-1).···.(x-n+1) ifn= 0 
n! (~) = { ~ ifnEZP\N8 
r(n) see Section 4.1. 
n-1 




1. RECURSIVE SEQUENCES 
The definitions and results of this chapter are generalized from certain theorems about 
polynomials. This approach, however, enables us to separate general properties (like 
Theorem 1.1) from special properties (like Proposition 2.3), and therefore clarifies the 
structure of some complicated-looking results (like (2.6)). 
1.1 DEFINITIONS. Let K be a field with characteristic zero, M a non-empty set, and V 
a K -vector space of functions f: M--? K. Assume that V admits a basis with infinite, but 
countable many elements, and that V contains the constant functions. 
We are interested in linear operators R: V--? V which are zero only on constants: 
ker(R) ={constant functions}. We call such an operator a recurrence in view of the 
following definition. 
If (ru)nEN[; is a p-dimensional indexed sequence of functions in V with the properties 
(i) r0 is a non-zero constant, (1.1) 
p 
(ii) Rrn = L ru-e• 'v'nE NZ, (1.2) 
k=l 
where ek := kth unit vector in ZP and r" := 0 'v'n E ZP\Nb, then (r0 ) is called a recursive 
p-sequence for (the recurrence) R. For the existence of such a sequence it is sufficient that 
V=R(V). 
We are mainly interested in finding recursive sequences (rn) with given initial values 
ru(v (n)), where v : NZ--? M. The next section will show why the following case is of special 
interest: a recursive p-sequence (r0 ) has roots in v, say, if 
1 if n = 0 
r v n =8 :=n( ( )) o.n {0 if n>O. 
Recursive 1-sequences can be used for constructing recursive p-sequences and vice 
versa: 
If (rn)nENo is a recursive 1-sequence for R with roots in v, then 
(1.3) 
is a recursive p-sequence for R with roots m v: n~ v(ii) (ii := I~=t nk and 
n! := nt!. · · ·. np!). 
If (ru)nEN8 is a recursive p-sequence for R, then (p -n Li=n ri)n is a recursive 1-sequence 
for R. 
The proof of these two statements is a simple verification of the conditions (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
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1.2. REPRESENTATION THEOREM. A recurrence R together with initial values are 
nough to make a recursive sequence unique: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If (tn) and (rn) are both recursive p-sequences for R and t8 (v(n)) = 
.(v(n)) 'v'n EN~ (v arbitrary), then the two sequences are equal. 
PROOF. t0 = s0 follows from (1.1). By induction over fi we obtain from (1.2): Rtn = Rsn, 
1ence, tn = Sn +Pn with Pn E ker(R ). But only constant functions lie in the kernel of R. 
'herefore, Pn has to be zero because tn(v(n)) = sn(v(n)). 
This proposition enables us to speak of the recursive p-sequence for R with roots in v. If 
tll the recursive sequences with roots in v;: n ~ v (n + i) are known, then the recursive 
.equence with any given initial values in v can be represented: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (kn) be a sequence inK of initial values in v (hence, k 0 -# 0). If the 
'unctions v;(iEN~) are defined by v;(n) := v(n+i), and if (t;,n)nENg are the recursive p­
>equences for R with roots in v;, then 
rn(X) := L k;t;,n-;(x) 'v'n EN[; 
i;?<O 
iefines the recursive p-sequence for R with the given initial values r8 (v(n)) = kn. 
PROOF. It is easy to check that conditions (1.1) and (1.2) hold for Crn), hence, (rn) is a 
recursive p-sequence for R. 
rn(v(n))= L k;t;,8 -;(v(n-i+i))=kn 
j;::O 
shows that (rn) has the right initial values. 
REMARK 1.1. Let Tk (k = 1, ... , p) be linear and invertible operators on V which all 
commute one with another and with the recurrence R (i.e., TkT; = T;Tk and TkR = 
RTk 'v' k, i = 1, ... , p ). In applications recurrence relations of the kind 
p 
Rsn = L TkSn-e• 
k=l 
sometimes occur. If (rn) is a recursive p-sequence for R with side conditions 
T~ 1 ••• r;prn(v(n)) = Sn(v(n))'v'n EN~ then obviously (T~ 1 ••• r;prn) equals (sn). There­
fore, we only consider recurrences like (1.2). 
2. DELTA OPERATORS 
Now let M be an additive group. Define the shift operator Ea(a EM) on V by 
'v'f E V. 
A delta operator Q is a shift-invariant recurrence: 
We call a recursive p -sequence (sn) for a delta operator Q a Sheffer p-sequence for Q. The 
following proposition is an obvious consequence of the shift-invariance. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If (sn) is the Sheffer p-sequence for 0 with roots in 11, then (E-asn) is 
the Sheffer p-sequence for Q with roots in 11 +a. 
The Sheffer p-sequence for 0 with roots in 11 = 0 is the basic p-sequence for 0, say, and 
will always be denoted by (b0 ). From (1.3) we see that 
n.-, 
bn =1 bn, if (bn) is the basic 1-sequence for 0. (2.1) 
n. 
Using the basic sequence, from Theorem 1.1 we get a familiar-looking convolution 
formula: 
CoROLLARY 2.1. If (sn) is a Sheffer and (bn) the basic p-sequence for 0, then 
S (X + Y) = L sh )bn-;(X)0 
i~O 
PROOF. Choose 11 = y in Theorem 1.1. Then II;= 11V'i ENg, and t;,0 (X) = bn(x- y) by 
Proposition 2.1. 
2.1. PoLYNOMIALS. The terms "delta operator, Sheffer and basic sequence" are 
generalized from the "Finite operator calculus" of D. Kahaner, A. Odlyzko and G.-C. 
Rota [9]. They proved the usefulness of these definitions for the case V = IP>, the algebra of 
all polynomials over K. Famous delta operators on iP> are the derivative operator D with 
E 1basic 1-sequence (x" /n !), and the difference operator ..1 = - I with basic 1-sequence 
((~)). 
.. 
ExAMPLE 2.1. Let (bn) be the basic 1-sequence for 0, and let (f3n) be a sequence inK 
such that f3n rf 0 for all n E N0 • There exists another sequence ('Yn) nEN, in K such that 
n 
'Yn+lf3n+l = L {3ibn-i(a) for all n E N0 and any fixed a E K. (2.2) 
i=O 
Consider the Sheffer 1-sequence (sn) for 0 with initial values Sn (0) = f3n· From (2.2) and 
Corollary 2.1 follows sn(a) = 'Yn+lf3n+l· Thus, we get from the same corollary the identity 
n n 
L f3ibn-i(x+a)= L 'Yi+lf3i+lbn-i(x) (2.3) 
i=O 
because both sides equal sn (x +a). 
It is well known that (2.2) holds for the Bell numbers {3"' if Q =D, a= 1 and 'Yn = n. 
These numbers are usually defined by the identity eex-l = Ln;;.O f3nx" (mostly, f3nln! are 
called Bell numbers!). For Bell numbers the identity (2.3) is derived in [15, (14)]* using 
Riemanns zeta-function. 
The proof of the next proposition can be found in [9, p. 68]: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If p E iP> is of degree n and Q is a delta operator, then Op is of degree 
n-1. 
This proposition proves the following corollary. 
*I thank Professor H. Scheid for drawing my attention to this paper. 
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CoROLLARY 2.2. If (sn) is a Sheffer p-sequence for Q, then 
deg Sn = ii 'v'n ENg and 
deg L Sm = n 'v'n E No. 
fii=n 
The following proposition is useful for applications of Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If v(n) = u Tn + v (u E KP, v EK), then (so) is the Sheffer p-sequence 
for Q with roots in v iff 
S0 (x)=(x-v(n))(x-v)- 1bn(x-v) 'v'n>O, (2.4) 
where (b0 ) is the basic p-sequence for Q. 
PROOF. Denote the right-hand side of (2.4) by tn(x). Then 
tn(X) = bn(X- v) -uTn(x- V )-1bn(X- v). 
Define r" := (n + 1)x - 1bn+ 1(x )'v'n E N0 , where (bn) is the basic 1-sequence for Q. (r") is a 
Sheffer 1-sequence for Q [9, p. 702]. This yields together with (2.1) and Proposition 2.1 in 
a straightforward verification that (tn) is a Sheffer p-sequence for Q. tn(v(n)) = 0 'v'n > 0 and 
the uniqueness property (Proposition 1.1) finish the proof. 
REMARK 2.1. The proof above could be also based on the fact that (x(x- un )-1b" (x­
un))nENo is the basic 1-sequence for QEu (see [9, p. 711]). In either case, Rodrigues 
formula [9, p. 695] is the main tool. 
Together with Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.3 "explains" a lot of identities, because 
f;,n(X) = (x- v(n + i))(x- v(i))- 1bn(X- v(i)) (2.5) 
for v(n) = uTn + v in Theorem 1.1. For example: (2.4) shows that 
rn(x) := (x + (q-u)Tn+ y )(x + y)- 1bn(X + y) (q, u E Kp) 
defines a Sheffer p -sequence. Using (2.5) with v = 0 we obtain from Theorem 1.1: 
T ~ 
X+ y +q 0 T y +q I T. X . T • T bn(X + y +u n) = L --T. b;(y +u 1) T( ') bn-;(x +u (n -I)). (2.6)
X + y + U 0 ;;,o y + U I X + U 0 -J 
For Q = D and p = 2 identities like this have been studied by R. P. Gupta and G. C. Jain 
in [6], using generating functions. For instance, q =0 yields their identity (2.9) and q = u 
their identity (2.10). Their bivariate generalization of Hagen's result, identity (2.18), is 
obtained by multiplying the case q = 0 in (2.6) with (p- y ), where p E K, and adding x times 
(2.6). With the aid of Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 1.1 we get: 
COROLLARY 2.3. If 
'v'nE L
-c )- {""(n)v n- T 
u n+v 'v'nENg\L, 
where L c Ng, u E KP, v E K and 'P is any boundary function, then the identity 
S0 (x)= L s;(uTi+v)(x-uTn-v)(x-uTi-v)-1bn-;(x-uTi-v) (2.7) 
iEL 
holds for the Sheffer p-sequence (sn) for Q with roots in ii. 
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A set L c Nb is an order ideal, if from n EL and 0 ~m ~ n follows that mEL. If L is an 
order ideal, and if the Sheffer p-sequence with roots in cp is known, Corollary 2.3 provides 
a useful representation for (s0 ). Especially if cp is affine, (2.7) shows how to compute the 
Sheffer sequence with roots in a boundary of two affine pieces. Going on, we can handle 
each piecewise affine boundary (under some restrictions on the respective domains), but 
getting a multiple summation. 
Are there other than the affine boundaries which lead to nice representations? The 
function v(n) :=max {n1. ... , np} would be of some importance. The case p = 1 is covered 
by Proposition 2.3, and the case Q = D is simple: 
(xn-p fi (x-nk)/nk!) 
k=l nENb 
is the Sheffer p-sequence for D with roots in max{n1. ... , n, }. For the backwards 
difference operator V =I-E-1 only the case p = 2 (and p = 1, of course) is known (see [10] 
or [12] for details). 
REMARK 2.2. It is tempting to try the general theory of chapter 1 on multivariate 
polynomials p(x), especially with the operator p(x)~ L~= 1 (ajaxk)p(x). But the kernel of 
this operator contains more than the constant functions! For an umbra! calculus for 
multivariate series see [14]. 
2.2. PATH COUNTING. If nE Ng and mE N0 , denote by (n, m) a lattice point in Nb+1 • 
We will consider only paths with p + 1 unit step vectors and call them lattice paths. Let 
D(n, m) be the number of lattice paths which 
start at the origin, 
connect only points (i, j) with j > v(i) for a given path boundary v, and 
reach the point (n, m ). 
We make the following obvious restrictions on the path boundary v: 
v is integer valued, 
v(O) = -1 (only for convenience), 
v(n) ~ v(m) Vn ~m. 
D(n, m) is uniquely determined by the following recurrence and side conditions: For all 
n>O and m> v(n) 
D(n, m) =D(n, m -1)+ L
p 
D(n-ek, m), (2.8) 
k=1 
D(n, m) = 0 for all m ~ v(n), and D(O, m) = 1 for all mE N0 . (2.9) 
Now extend the recursion (2.8) backwards to all m < v(n). Denote the extension by do(m ). 
Hence, D(n, m) = d(n, m) for all m ~ v(n). Also, extend (2.9) to all m E 1L in d0 • It follows 
by induction over ii that (do) is a sequence of polynomials. Hence, (d0 ) is the Sheffer 
p-sequence for V =I-E-1 with roots in v (K is the field of all integers 1L in this case). 
The delta operator V has the basic 1-sequence W+~- 1 )). Inserting this into the formulas 
of Section 2.1 yields explicit solutions for path boundary problems, if v can be written as a 
piecewise affine function (with only a few affine pieces). Determinantal solutions for 
general path boundaries v will follow in Section 5.2. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the paths which reach the point (n, m) E Ng+1 and stay strictly 
over the two hyperplanes 
{(n,m)E7Lp+1lm=aTn-1} and {(n,m)E7L.(J+1Im=uTn-w}, 
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where 0:%; a:%; u and w E ~h. Thus, we obtain the path boundary 
_ {aTn -1 for all n E L( )v n- T 
u n- w else, 
where L = {n E NglaTn -1;:,: uTn- w} is an order ideal. From (2.4) and (2. 7) we obtain: 
)=" (u-a)Ti+1-w(uTi-w+T) m-uTn+w(m-uTi+w+ii-1-1)D (n, m L.. To 1 To0 0 • 
iEL 01+ -w 1 m-ui+w n-1 
3. EuLERIAN DELTA OPERATORS 
Beside some minor changes in the terminology we will follow the basic paper of G. E. 
Andrews [1] on Eulerian differential operators which we will call Eulerian delta operators. 
See J. Cigler [3] for another approach. 
An Eulerian delta operator 7 is a recurrence with the invariance property 
VaEM, (3.1) 
where M is again an additive group, and q :M-+ K a function with the property 
q(a)q(b) = q(a +b), and q(O) = 1. An Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence for 7 is a recursive 
p-sequence for the Eulerian delta operator 7. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If (so) is the Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence for 7 with roots in v, then 
(q(iia )E-aso) is the Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence for 7 with roots in v +a. 
PROOF. Straightforward verification. 
The Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence for 7 with roots in v = 0 will be called Eulerian basic 
p-sequence for 7 and denoted by (b 0 ). Again, 
-,n. 
bo = 1 br; as in (2.1). (3.2) 
n. 
Corollary 2.1 now becomes 
CoROLLARY 3.1. If (so) is an Eulerian Sheffer and (bo) the Eulerian basic p-sequence 
for 7, then 
So(X+ Y) = L S;(y )q{ii- f)y }bo-i(X) VnENb. 
i~O 
PROOF. Choose v = y in Theorem 1.1. Then t;.0 (X) = q(iiy )b0 (X- y) by Proposition 
3.1. 
3.1. EULERIAN POLYNOMIALS. Let M be a field of numbers which contains the 
integers. Of course, we will define q(a) := qa, hence, q may be any non-zero complex 
number such that qa is defined for all a EM. q = 1 does not give anything new in (3.1). 
Therefore, we exclude this case. For convenience, qa will often be written as q{a} in the 
sequel if a is a long expression. For suitable K let V be the K-vector-space generated by 
the Sequence (qnx)nENo• 
REMARK 3.1. Setting X= qx the elements of V can be identified with ordinary 
polynomials. G. E. Andrews [1] proved that any Eulerian differential operator lowers 
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the degree by one. Hence, Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 hold for Eulerian Sheffer 
p-sequences in this sense. 
Two well-known Eulerian delta operators are Vq := q 1-x (I- E- 1) and VqE1(Vq and 
-q- 1VqE 1 are denoted by Llq and Dq in [1]). Vq has the Eulerian basic 1-sequence 
([n-1+x]) (3.3) 
n nENo 
and VqE 1 has the Eulerian basic 1-sequence 
(3.4) 
Here we use the notation 
x] := (q{x- n + 1})" where n-1 [ (z)n := (z; q)n := IT (1- zqt n (q )n ' 
(z )o := 1 and = 0[ :J 
Sometimes we need the relation 
(3.5) 
which follows directly from the definition of [~]. If we use (3 .4) in Corollary 3.1 we get the 
convolution identity 
[x+y] =I [~][ x .]q{i(x+i-n)} [2, Identity (3.3.10)]. n i~o 1 n -1 
If X is replaced by -X+ n -1 and the transformation (3.5) is used for m, one obtains 
This identity is Proposition 1 in [5, p. 255], where a combinatorial interpretation can be 
found. 
Unfortunately, no analogy to Proposition 2.3 is known, which would expand the 
Eulerian Sheffer p-sequences with roots in affine functions v. The next proposition 
transforms this problem into a similar one: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If (b~u)) is the Eulerian basic 1-sequence for rEu then 
defines the Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence forT with roots in v(n) := v- un (u, v EM). 
PROOF. Apply r to s,.. 
Even if we don't know b ~u) in general, it may be worthwhile to formulate Theorem 1.1 for 
the boundary v(n) = v- un. 
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CoROLLARY 3.2. If (sn) is any Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence for7and (b~ul) the Eulerian 
basic 1-sequence for 7Eu, then 
q{ u(;)- vn }sn (x) =it q{ uG)- vi}si(v- iu )b~u~i(x- v + un ). 
PROOF. Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 3.2. 
The following proposition is strongly related to [1, Theorem 10]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If there exist any sequence (ai)iENo in M and (bJiENo inK such that 
7 = q -xL(E) := q -x L""o biEa' is an Eulerian delta operator, then 
(3.6) 
defines an Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence for 7. 
If {3 Cul(t; x) := Ln""o b~ul (x )tn is the generating function of the Eulerian basic 1-sequence 
(b~ul) for 7Eu, then 
where 
PROOF. Apply 7 to sn for proving that (sn) is an Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence. If this 
sequence is used in Corollary 3.2 one gets the generating function of b ~ul from (v := O) 
ExAMPLE 3.1. For the remainder of this section we consider only VqEu and the 
"trivial" Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence (3.6). First, we compute L(qi) for VqEu = 
q-x(qEu -qEu-l): 
L(qi) = q{1 + ju}- q{1 + j(u -1)} = q{1 + j(u -l)}(qi -1). 
Therefore, 
(3.7) 
defines an Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence for VqEu. If we apply Proposition 3.3 to 7 := Vq we 
obtain the generating function {3Cul(t; x) of the Eulerian basic 1-sequence for VqEu: 
(3.8) 
where 
t<u)(t)= nEo tnq{ -u(n ;1) +G) }c-1r/(q)n 
= nEo (-q-ltrq{(l-u)C;1)}/cq)n. 
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Hence 
t<u)(tqx)=a.(u)(t;x):= I s~u\x)tn (see (3.7)). (3.9) 
n~O 
Now we investigate the cases u = 0 and u = 1, because {3<0 l and {3°) are known (from (3.3) 
and (3.4)). Apply the "Binomial Theorem" Corollary 3.1 to (s~0)): 
s~0l(x)=(-1)"q{nx+(;)}/(q)n (3.7) 
=it S~0)(0)(qx)n-/(q)n-i (3.3) 
If x tends either to minus or plus infinity (depending on lql > 1 or lql < 1) we get from the 
identity above 
This reads in terms of generating functions as 
(see (3.9)). (3.10) 
l 0 l(t) and ll)(-qt) are the Mobius and zeta function in the corresponding incidence 
algebra (see [5, p. 246]). Using (3.10) in (3.8) we get {3(0 )(t; x) = l 0 )(tqx)l0 (-qt), or, 
equivalently, the well known identity [5, p. 253] 
Doing the same thing for {3°) yields the same identity. Replace n by m + n, and x by x- m 
in th~ formula above. From 
a famous identity of MacMahon is obtained: 
Because we knew the basic 1-sequence for V q it was easy to find the inverse of l 0 l(t). In 
the general case, however, only the following formal inversion can be shown (by 
induction): 
lu)(t)-l = L Cntn, (3.11) 
n~O 
where 
ViEr~h;A1~A2~ ... ; I A;=n} 
i~l 
(set of partitions of n ). 
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REMARK 3.2. For u = 1 we find from (3.10) and (3.7) that en~ 0 if q ~ 0. Hence, 
3.2. PATH CouNTING. We look at the same paths as in Section 2.2, but ask now for 
the number A 1(n, m) of paths with an "area" of size I "underneath": for a path from (0, O) 
to (n, m) EN~+ 1 call (0, 0) =: (n0 , m0 ) < · · · < (nd, md) := (n, m) the defining (maximal) 
chain, if (ni -ni-b mi- mi-t) is a unit vector in zp+l and all (ni, mi) lie on the path 
(i = 1, ... , d := n). Then the path has area/, say, if 
d 
1:= L mi(ni-ni-1). 
i=l 
Therefore, A1(n, m) is defined by the recurrence Vn > 0 
p 
AI(n,m-1)+ L Al-m(n-ek,m) Vm > v(n) 
A1~,m)= k=L{0 else 
and side conditions 
mE NoA (0,m)={1 if /=0 and 
1 0 else 
A1(n, m)=O if /<0 or l>mn. 
With respect to /, the generating function of A 1(m, n) is 
\fq E IR. 
Thus, an,m (q) can be defined by the recurrence Vn > 0 
m > v(n) 
(3.12) 
else 
and the side conditions ( )-{1 if mEN0 ao,m q - O I 
e se. 
Now choose M = Z and K = IR. If (s0 ) is any Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence for V q, then 
Vqsn(x) =q{1-x}(sn(x)-sn(X -1)), 
hence 
p 
S0 (m+1)=sn(m)+qm L Sn-ek(m+1). 
k=l 
Comparing this with (3.12) we find that 
ao(m +1) = ao,m(q) 
if (an) is the Eulerian Sheffer p-sequence with roots in the boundary;;:= v + 1. Therefore, 
we obtain for the unrestricted case (v = -1) 
ao,m(q) = [ (see (3.2) and (3.3)). (3.13)11 :mJn!/n! 
G. P6lya derived the case p = 1 in [13]. 
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ExAMPLE 3.2. Consider the path boundary 
-1 VO:s;;i:s;;L
v(i)= .{ uz+v Vi>L, 
where u, L E N0, v E Z and uL + v:;;. -1. Using Corollary 3.2 and (3.13) we can formulate 
the generating function an,m (q) for the paths staying strictly over this boundary: 
= Jo q{ u(G) -G))+ v(n- i)}[i(u +/)+ v]b~--~> (m- un- v). 
But in this expression b ~-ul is unknown in general. It may be expressed by the formal 
inverse (3.11) and identity (3.8), but that makes no sense for practical computations. From 
this point of view it seems to be preferable to compute b~--~l (m- un- v) recursively from 
Corollary 3.2, using the simple Eulerian Sheffer 1-sequence (s~0l) (see (3.7)). 
REMARK 3.3. Counting paths with given areal is a partition problem. an,m (q) in (3.13) 
is just the generating function L1,.,0 p(m, n, l)q 1, where p(m, n, /) counts the number of 
partitions of I into at most n non-negative summands, each smaller or equal to m. G. E. 
Andrews' book: "The Theory of Partitions", [2], is a basic reference to this subject. 
4. RECURSIVE ARRAYS 
The theory of Section 1 may be useful for recurrence relations with initial conditions, 
given by a lower boundary in path counting problems, for example. But if in addition an 
upper boundary defines the recurrence, we need some extensions. 
4.1. DEFINITIONS. Again, let V be a K -vector space of functions f: M-+ K, where K 
is a field of characteristic zero, but M is now a completely ordered set. Therefore, we can 
choose a monotone non-decreasing function f.L: Nb-+ M, and denote by (f.L (nl)n~o•... c M 
the strictly increasing ordered sequence of different values of f.L. Define the rank r(n) of 
f.L (n) by f.L (r(nll = f.L (n)(f.L (0) has rank 0, r(n) := -oo for all n EZP\M). n ENg is minimal, say, 
if r(m) < r(n) Vm < n. 
Let R be a recurrence as in Section 1. We call a (p + 1)-dimensional sequence 
(a 0 ,;)(n,i)EN8+' in V a f..l,-recursive p-array for R, if the following four conditions hold: 
p 
(i) Ran,i = L an-e.,i (4.1) 
k~l 
(ii) an,r(nl is a non-zero constant for all minimal n; (4.2) 
(iii) Vi= 0, ... , r(n) -1; (4.3) 
(iv) an,;=O Vi>r(n). (4.4) 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we see: if m is minimal, then 
(am+n,r(mJ)nENS is a recursive p-sequence for R. (4.5) 
4.2. REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Analogously to Proposition 1.1 we get the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (a 0 ,;) and (/0 ,;) be two f..l,-recursive p-arrays for the recurrence R. 
If there exists a boundary v such that for each n ENg exists one index i with 0 :s;; i :s;; r(n) 
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such that 
an,;(v(n)) = fn.;(v(n)), 
then the two arrays are equal. 
PROOF. Use Proposition 1.1, (4.5) and property (4.3). 
Before we prove the representation theorem we introduce another term for simpler 
formulations: For each Jot-recursive p-array (an,;) for R define the associated Jot-recursive 
p-sequence (An) for R by 
Vx ,;Jot <ol (4.6)\J (i-1) < ,::: (i)VJ.L X ~Jot (i ;;;-; 1). 
The uniqueness property (Proposition 4.1) enables us also to call (an,;) associated to (A 0 ). 
A Jot-recursive p-sequence (An) for R has roots in a boundary v, if An(v(n)) = 8o,n VnE Ng. 
Here and in the sequel we assume that v is compatible with Jot (see condition (4.2)): 
v(n){ < J.L<r<nJ-1) if n is minimal and r(n) > 0 (4.7)
::;; Jot (n) else. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Un)nENg be a sequence (of boundary values) inK such that ln o;e 0 if n 
is minimal. If v1 and J.ti are defined by v1(n) := J.L1(n) := Jot (j), and (TJ,n)nENo are for all j ENg 
the J.trrecursive p-sequences for R with roots in vi> then 
An(X) := L lj Tj,n-j(X) (4.8) 
j;;.O 
defines the Jot-recursive p-sequence (An) for R with An(JL (n)) = ln. 
PROOF. J.Li is the constant J.L(j), hence, T1.n-J (x) = 0 Vx > J.L(j). Therefore, for Jot u-o < 
x ,; Jot <o, the sum in ( 4.8) runs only over those indices j with Jot (j) ;;;-;Jot Ul. This motivates to 
define a p-array (an,;) by 
an.i (x) := L l1 Ti,n-1 (x) 
r(j);;.j 
It is straightforward to prove (4.1) for (an,;); (4.4) is obvious. 
(i) Ul { ln if i = r(n)
an,;(JL ) = L ljTj,n-j (Jot ) = ( (i))'f. < ( ) 
r(j);;.j an,i+l Jot 1 l r n 
proves (4.2) and (4.3), thus, (an,;) is a Jot-recursive p-array for R, and (An) is the associated 
Jot -recursive p-sequence. 
CoROLLARY4.1. If (An) isaJ,t-recursive p-sequencefor Rand (T1,n) as in Theorem 4.1, 
then 
An(v(n)) = L Ai(JL (j))TJ,n-1 (v(n)) (4.9) 
j~O 
for any v::;; Jot (not necessarily satisfying (4.7)). 
(4.9) may be seen as a system of equations for determining the unknown An(J.L(D)) by the 
known initial values A 1(v(i)). Of course, An(J.L(D)) can be expressed as a determinant, using 
Cramer's Rule: Taking advantage of T1.n-i =0 Vj>n, we label the d=IT~~ 1 (nk+1) 
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elements of the poset [O,n]:={jJO~j~n} with the numbers 1, ... , d such that 
ml = 0, md = n and 
m; -mi E Zp\Ng (4.10) 
Now m 0 , ••• , md extend [0, n] to a total order. 
CoROLLARY 4.2. If (An) is a f.L-recursive p-sequence for R and 11 ~ f.L, then 
An(f.L (n)) = det(a;,Jdxd' where Vi= 1, ... , d 
a·.= {T m;.m,-m/ll(m;)) Vj = 1, ... , d -1((T;,m) from Theorem 4.1) 
''
1 Am,(ll(m;)) ifj=d, 
and the elements m; extend [0, n] to a total order. If (An) has roots in 11 (and (4.7) holds), 
then 
An(f.L (n)) = (-1)d-l det({3;,i)<d-t)x(d-t) where (4.11) 
{3;i = a;+t,i Vi, j = 1, ... , d -1. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO DELTA OPERATORS 
Again, let M be an additive group, but now completely ordered. In view of Theorem 4.1 
we want to determine the f.Lrrecursive p-sequence (Ti.n) for the delta operator Q with 
roots in IIJ> where f.Li = 11i = f.L (j). Obviously, in the associated array (ti,n,i) only the functions 
tJ,n,o differ from 0, and (tj,n,o)neNS is the Sheffer p-sequence for Q with roots in 11i: 






5.1. f.L-SHEFFER p-SEOUENCES. If V=IP, a f.L-recursive p-sequence for Q is a 
sequence of piecewise polynomial functions, continuous for all x ~ f.L(D) (and zero else). 
We call such a sequence a f.L-Sheffer p-sequence, because each of the polynomial pieces 
comes from a Sheffer p-sequence. 
For p = 1 and Q =D, (4.11) was proved by G. P. Steck [16]. The case Q = V will be 
investigated in the next section. 
5.2. PATH CouNTING. We return to the higher dimensional lattice paths of Section 
2.2, but consider now paths which have also an upper boundary: Vn > 0 
D(n,m-1)+ L
p 
D(n-ek,m) V11(n)<m ~f.L(D) 
D(n, m) = k=t (5.2){ 0 else, 
and 
VO~ m ~f.L(O) 
D(O, m) = { ~ 
else. 
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From (5.2) we see that 
D(n,~L(n))=D(n,~L(n)-1)= · · · =D(n,~L(r(n)-t)) 
if IL (n -ek) < IL (n) Vk = 1, ... , p, or, equally, if n is minimal. Therefore, (4.7) is a natural 
restriction in this context, because otherwise no path would reach (n, ~L(n)). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If (Dn) is the wSheffer p-sequence for V with roots in 11, then 
D(n,m)=Dn(m) forallnENb and m>11(n). 
PROOF. We construct a ~L-recursive p-array (dn,;) for V in the following way: Define 
do,; := 50 ,;. Then assume that dm,i has been constructed for all mE Ng with m= n and 
Vi EN0 • For any j ENg with J= n + 1 define for i = r(j}, r(j} -1, ... , 0 the polynomials di,i 
as the unique solution of Vdi.i =L::~t di-e.,i with the boundary value 
if II (j} < 1L (i)d· ·( Ul)={D(j,~Lul)1.• 1L d ( (d) else.i.i+t 1L 
It is easy to check that (dn,i) is a IL -recursive p-array for V with associated IL -Sheffer 
p-sequence (Dn). if one has proved by induction over m that for all 0 ~ i ~ r(n) 
Ul ) D( Ul ) v 0 (il { (") (i-ll}dn,i (~L - m = n, ~L - m vm = , ... , ~L -max 11 J , ~L . 
Using (5.1), we obtain from (4.11): 
where 
if X;?! 0(X) :={(~)
0m + else, 
and m;(i = 1, ... , d) extend [0, n] to a total order (see (4.10}}. 
G. Kreweras [10, 2.3.7] proved this result for p = 1. Some other proofs followed. 
Similar, the determinantal solution of the two-sided boundary problem for paths with step 
vectors@,(?) and(!) (c E N0) follows from (4.11) (see [11]). The case c = 1 was proved by 
R. D. Fray and D.P. Roselle [ 4] with other methods. The general result (5.3) was derived 
first by B. R. Handa and S. G. Mohanty [7]. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO EULERIAN DELTA OPERATORS 
The ~Lrrecursive p-sequence (Ti,n) in Theorem 4.1 is given by 
Tj,n (x} = q (ii~L (j}}bn(X - IL (j})_ (6.1) 
if R is an Eulerian delta operator r with Eulerian basic p-sequence (bn). 
6.1. EuLERIAN ~L-SHEFFER p-SEOUENCES. Define M, K and Vas in Section 3.1. We 
call a ~L-recursive p-sequence for an Eulerian delta operator an Eulerian ~L-She/fer 
p-sequence. 
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6.2. PATH CouNTING. We consider the same paths as in Section 5.2, but ask for the 
generating function an,m(q) of the numbers A 1(n,m) (see Section 3.2). Then Vn>O 
an.m-1 (q)+qm I
p 
an-ek.m(q) \fv(n)<m ~~(n) 
an,m(q) = k=1{ 0 else, 
and 
vo~ m ~~(0) 
else. 
Analogously to Proposition 5.1 the existence of an Eulerian ~-Sheffer p-sequence (An) 
for V q with roots in ii can be proven, such that 
An(m+l) = an,m (q) \fv(n) < m ~ ~(n), 
and ~ = ~ + 1, ii = v + 1. 
From (4.11) and (6.1) we obtain 
( ) =(-1)d-1d t( {A.. ( ·)}J;,j![v(m;+1)-~(mj)+J;,j-1])an,m q e q 1.1.,,1~ ml 4 .. ! A.. i, j = 1' ... ' d - 1 
l.&r,J • "-~t,J ­
where ~i.j := m;+1 -mj and them; (i = 1, ... , d) are in a total order (see (4.10)). From 
(3.5) we obtain an equivalent formula for an,m (q ): 
d+n-1 ({-- - }J;,j![~(mj)-v(m;+1)])··(-1) det q .:l;,j{.:l;,j-1)/2+.::i;,jv(m;+l) ..-- -, l,J=1, ... ,d-1. ~;) .:l;,j + 
For p = 1, this formula has been proved by B. R. Handa and S. G. Mohanty [8]. 
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